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MULTI TRUCK 25
Codes: MT25005, MT25020, MT25060, MT25205
Issue: March 2010

Penrite Multi Truck 25 is a SAE 25W-60 high
viscosity, premium mineral oil for older trucks and
diesel engines. It is formulated with additives of the
highest standards to ensure protection against
wear, corrosion, oil oxidation and sludge under
tough Australian Conditions.

Penrite Multi Truck 25 meets the requirements of
API CH-4/SJ and ACEA E7.

APPLICATION

Penrite Multi Truck 25 is specifically designed for
use in older diesel engines operating under high
speed/high load/high temperatures, those that are
suffering from low pressure, or in engines where oil
consumption due to wear has become a problem. It
may be used in both naturally aspirated and
turbocharged engines. It may also be used in
mixed fleets operating under the conditions above.

May also be used in older petrol engines where a

SAE 25W-60 viscosity may be advantageous.

Note: Multi Truck 25 is not suitable for use in EGR

or SCR equipped engines or those that require API

CI-4 oils or above. Penrite Diesel GS, Diesel LA or

Diesel SP must be used in those applications.

CUSTOMER BENEFITS

 Greater engine protection at high operating
temperatures.

 Reduced oil consumption due to high
operating temperature viscosity (except
where consumption is due to bore
polishing).

 Modern additive system provides excellent
wear and deposit protection

 Improved oil pressure.
 Optimised formulation offers ideal wear,

bore polish and deposit protection for
European diesel engines.

 Balanced ash formulation offers ideal wear
and deposit protection in four stroke diesel
engines from all regions.

 Ideal rationalisation grade for older diesel
and petrol engines.

INDUSTRY SPECIFICATIONS
Penrite Multi Truck 25 meets the performance
requirements of:

API CH-4/SJ ACEA E7 (Europe) Mercedes Benz 228.3
MAN 3275 Volvo VDS 2 MTU Type 2
Renault RLD JASO CD Plus

Density at 15oC, kg/L 0.892
Flash Point, oC 239
Viscosity, Kinematic, cSt

at 40oC 239
at 100oC 25.0

Viscosity Index 133
Viscosity, Cold Cranking @ -10 oC 5,498
Phosphorus, mass % 0.120


